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Abstract
Parallelism is the key to realizing high performance, scalable, fault tolerant database management
systems. With the predicted future database sizes and complexity of queries, the scalability of these
systems to hundreds and thousands of processors is essential for satisfying the projected demand. This
chapter describes three key components of a high performance parallel database management system.
First, data partitioning strategies that distribute the workload of a table across the available nodes while
minimizing the overhead of parallelism. Second, algorithms for parallel processing of a join operator.
Third, ORE as a framework that controls the placement of data to respond to changing workloads and
evolving hardware platforms.

1 Introduction
Database management systems (DBMS) have become an essential component of many application domains, e.g., airline reservation, stock market trading, etc. In the arena of high performance DBMS, parallel database systems have gained increased popularity. Example research prototypes include Gamma [23],
Bubba [12], XPRS [88], Volcano [54], Omega [34], etc. Products from the industry include Tandem’s NonStop SQL [89], NCR’s DBC/1012 [90], Oracle Parallel Server [74], IBM’s DB2 parallel edition [31], etc.
The hardware platform of these machines is typically a multi-node platform, see Figure 1.a, where each node
might be a computer with one or more disks, see Figure 1.b. In these systems, several forms of parallelism
can be utilized to improve the performance of the system. First, parallelism can be applied by executing
several queries or transactions simultaneously. This form of parallelism is termed inter-query parallelism.
Second, inter-operator parallelism can be employed to execute several operators in the same query concurrently. For example, multiple processors could execute two or more relational join operators of a complex
bushy join query in parallel. Finally, intra-operator parallelism can be applied to each operator within a
query. For example, multiple processors can be employed to execute a single relational selection operator.
This paper describes how a system employs these alternative forms of parallelism.
The placement of data is important for the alternative forms of parallelism This constitutes one focus
of this book chapter. In Section 2, we describe the tradeoffs associated with exploiting intra-operator parallelism to execute the selection operator. This has a significant impact on the performance of a complex query.
For example, if the appropriate degree of intra-operator parallelism cannot be provided for the selection operator, the performance and degree of intra-operator parallelism of the other operators in a complex query
plan may severely be limited. This is specially true for parallel systems that utilize the concept of pipelining
and data flow to execute complex queries, i.e., systems such as Gamma [23], Bubba [12], Volcano [54], etc.
Section 3 provides an overview of three alternative algorithms for parallel processing of the join operator: sort-merge, Grace and Hybrid hash-join. We refer the interested reader to [52] for a comprehensive
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1.a A multi-node configuration

1.b Sample configuration of one node

Figure 1: Hardware platform of a parallel DBMS.
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Figure 2: Hash declustering of Stock relation using Symbol attribute.
description of these strategies and other alternatives to process this operator. In Section 4, we describe ORE
as a 3 step framework that controls the migration of fragments across the nodes of a parallel DBMS. This
section reports on an evaluation of this techniques for both a homogeneous and heterogeneous platform.
Brief conclusions and future research directions are offered in Section 5.

2 Partitioning strategies
Multiprocessor database machines utilize the concept of horizontal partitioning [81, 70] to distribute the tuples of each relation across multiple disk drives. The strategy used for partitioning a relation is independent
of the storage structure used at each site. The database administrator (DBA) for such a system must consider a variety of alternative organizations for each relation. Three popular partitioning strategies include:
1) round-robin, 2) hash partitioning, and 3) range partitioning. The first strategy distributes the tuples of a
relation in a round-robin fashion among the nodes. In effect, this results in a completely random placement
of tuples with a uniform distribution of tuples across the nodes. In the hash partitioning strategy, a randomizing function is applied to the partitioning attribute of each tuple to select a home site for that tuple. In the
last strategy, the DBA specifies a range of key values for each partition or site. This strategy gives a greater
degree of control over the distribution of tuples across the sites.
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Figure 3: Range declustering of Stock relation using Symbol attribute.
Figures 2 and 3 show how hash and range partitioning disperse the records of a Stock table across a 3
node configuration. Figure 2 shows a hash function that consumes each record and maps it to one of the
disks by: 1) converting its Symbol attribute value from a string into a 64 bit integer, and 2) computing the
remainder of this number when divided by 3, the number nodes. This reminder is the disk id and ranges
between integer values 0, 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows range partitioning where those records with a Symbol
attribute value starting with letter ‘A’ to ‘I’ are assigned to disk 0, ‘J’ to ‘Q’ are assigned to disk 2, and ‘R’
to ‘Z’ are assigned to disk 3. Each piece of the table is termed a fragment. In Figures 2 and 3, each fragment
consists of two records. The “Symbol” attribute is termed the partitioning attribute. With range and hash
partitioning strategies, the system may direct those queries that reference the partitioning attribute to a single
node. For example, the system can direct a query that retrieves the closing price of “BMC” to node 1 with
range partitioning. (With hash, this query would be directed to node 2.) This frees up the other two nodes
to process other queries.
When a transaction updates the partitioning attribute value of a record, the system might migrate the
record from one node to another in order to preserve the integrity of the partitioning strategy. In the example
of Figure 3, if the partitioning attribute (Symbol) value of a record changes from “AXP” to “XAP”, the
system migrates this record from node 1 to node 3 to preserve the integrity of range partitioning strategy.
In [35], we quantified the performance tradeoff associated with range, hash and round-robin partitioning
strategies using the alternative indexing mechanisms provided by the Gamma database machine. This study
reveals that for a shared-nothing multiprocessor database machine, no partitioning strategy is superior under
all circumstances. Rather, each partitioning strategy outperforms the others for certain query types. The
major reason for this is that there exists a tradeoff between exploiting intra-query parallelism by distributing
the work performed by a query across multiple processors and the overhead associated with controlling the
execution of a multisite query. Localizing the execution of queries requiring minimal amount of resources,
results in the best system response time and throughput since the overhead associated with controlling the
execution of the query is either minimized or eliminated. On the other hand, for queries requiring more
resources, certain tradeoffs are involved. In general, with access methods that result in the retrieval of only
the relevant tuples from the disk, if the selectivity factor of the query is very low, it is advantageous to localize
the execution of the query to a single processor. While the hash partitioning strategy localizes the execution
of the exact match selection queries that reference the partitioning attribute, the range partitioning strategy
attempts to localize the execution of all query types that reference the partitioning attribute regardless of
their selectivity factor. At the other end of the spectrum, the round-robin partitioning strategy directs a
query to all the processors containing the fragments of the referenced relation.
For sequential scan queries, the best response time and throughput is observed when the partitioning
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strategy constructs the smallest fragment size on each node, the execution of each query is localized to a
single node, and the simultaneously executing queries are evenly dispersed across the nodes. The system
generally performs best when the query executes all by itself at a site and performs a series of sequential
disk requests. By localizing the execution of the query to a single processor, there is a higher probability
of maintaining the sequential nature of disk requests made by a query, free from interference of the other
concurrently executing queries. Thus, for the sequential scan queries, the optimal partitioning strategy is the
range partitioning strategy.

2.1 Multi-attribute partitioning
One may find many alternative multi-attribute partitioning strategies in the literature. These can be categorized into 3 groups based on their objectives. The first strives to optimize the processing of the join operator.
Examples include strategies described in [77, 61]. (Section 3.1 details these two techniques.) The second
distributes data in a manner so that a selection query performs approximately the same amount of work on
each node. Example strategies include Disk Modulo (DM) [28], Fieldwise XOR (FX) [63], Error Correcting
Codes (ECC) [33], Coordinate Modulo Distribution (CMD) [69], Hilbert Curve Allocation (HCAM) [32],
vector-based declustering [15], Golden Ratio Sequences (GRS) [10]. For a comparison of some of these
strategies see [72].
The third group strives to localize the execution of a query that references a partitioning attribute to as
few nodes as possible. Example strategies include MAGIC [36, 51] and Bubba’s extended range declustering
strategy [12]. A comparison of these two techniques is detailed in [46], demonstrating the superiority of
MAGIC.
We describe the first group of multi-attribute declustering techniques in Section 3.1 with a description
of the hash-join algorithm. While at first glance the remaining two groups might appear contradictory, they
 
complement one another because they are appropriate for different query classes. While the 2 approach is
appropriate for those queries that perform sufficient work at each node to eclipse the overhead of parallelism,
N
the 3 is appropriate for those that suffer from the overhead of coordinating multi-site queries. Ideally, the
later query class should be directed to one node in order to minimize the overhead of parallelism.
In the following, we provide a brief description of the MAGIC declustering strategy. MAGIC differs
from the range and hash partitioning strategies in two ways. First, relations are declustered into fragments
using several attributes instead of one. Thus, it can restrict the subset of nodes used to execute selection
operations on any of the partitioning attributes. Second, the number of fragments and their assignment to
processors is determined from the characteristics of the selection operations accessing the relation.
In order to further motivate the MAGIC partitioning strategy, recall the Stock table of Figure 4. Assume
one half of the accesses (termed query type A) to the Stock relation use an equality predicate on the Symbol
attribute (e.g., select Stock.all from Stock where Stock.Symbol = “BMC”) and the remaining queries (termed
type B) use a range predicate on the P/E attribute (e.g., select Symbol from Stock where P/E  10.03 and
P/E 10.09). Furthermore, assume that both queries retrieve only a few tuples.
For this workload, the
¡
appropriate access methods are a hash index on the Symbol attribute and a B index on the P/E attribute of
the STOCK relation. However, either attribute could be selected as the partitioning attribute because both
queries have minimal resource requirements and, hence, should be executed by only one or two processors.
Since the range and hash partitioning strategies can decluster a relation only on a single attribute, both are
forced to direct either the type A or the type B queries to all the processors, incurring the overhead of using
more processors than absolutely necessary.
On the other hand, MAGIC declustering would construct a two dimensional directory on the Stock
relation, as shown in Figure 4, in which each entry corresponds to a fragment - a disjoint subset of the
tuples of the relation. The rows of the directory correspond to ranges of values for the P/E attribute, while
the columns correspond to the intervals of the Symbol attribute value. The grid directory consists of 36
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Figure 4: A two-dimensional declustering of Stock relation with MAGIC.
entries (i.e., fragments) and, assuming a system consisting of exactly 36 processors, each fragment will be
assigned to a different processor (the details of how less contrived cases are handled is described in [36]).
For example, tuples with Symbol attribute values ranging from letters A through D and P/E attribute values
ranging from values 21 to 30 are assigned to processor 13.
Next, contrast the execution of queries A and B when the Stock table is hash partitioned on the Symbol
attribute with when it is declustered using MAGIC and the assignment presented in Figure 4. Query type A
is an exact match query on the Symbol attribute. The hash partitioning strategy localizes the execution of
this query to a single processor. The MAGIC declustering strategy employs six processors to execute this
query because its selection predicate maps to one column of the two dimensional directory. As an example,
consider the query that selects the record corresponding to BMC Software (Stock.Symbol = “BMC”). The
predicate of this query maps to the first column of the grid directory and processors 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, and 31
are employed to execute it.
Query type B is a range query on the P/E attribute. The hash partitioning strategy must direct this query
to all 36 processors because P/E is not the partitioning attribute. Again, MAGIC directs this query to six
processors since its predicate value maps to one row of the grid directory and the entries of each row have
been assigned to six different processors. If instead the Stock relation was range partitioned on the P/E
attribute, a single processor would have been used to execute the second query; however, then the first query
would have been executed by all 36 processors.
Consequently, the MAGIC partitioning strategy uses an average of six processors, while the range and
hash partitioning strategies both use an average of ¢¤£¥D¦ processors. Ideally, however, a single processor
should have been used for each query since they both have minimal resource requirements. Coming closer
to using the optimal number of processors has two important benefits. First, the average response time of
both queries is reduced because query initiation overhead [19] is reduced. Second, using fewer processors
increases the overall throughput of the system since the “freed” processors can be used to execute additional
queries.

3 Evaluation of the join operator using inter-operator parallelism
A common join operator is the equi-join operator, R.A = S.A. It concatenates a tuple of R with those
tuples of S that have matching values for attribute A. This section describes sort-merge [26, 52, 53], Grace
hash-join [73] and Hybrid hash-join [26, 86] to parallel process this operator. A common feature of these
5

algorithms is their re-partitioning of relations R and S using the joining attribute A. This divides the join
operator into a collection of disjoint joins that can be processed in parallel and independent of one another.
Following a description of each algorithm, Section 3.1 describes how these techniques compare with one
another and the role of multi-attribute partitioning strategies with these algorithms.
Sort-Merge
A parallel version of sort-merge join is a straightforward extension of its single-node implementation. Its
details are as follows. First, the smaller of the two joining relations, R, is hash partitioned using attribute A.
Its tuples are stored in a temporary files as they arrive at each node. Next, relation S is partitioned across the
K nodes using the same hash function applied to attribute A. The use of the same hash function guarantees
that those tuples of R at node 1 may join only with those of S at the same node. In a final step, a local merge
join operation is performed by each node, in parallel with other nodes. The results might be stored in a file
or pipelined onto other operators that might consume the result of this join operator.
Grace hash-join
The Grace hash-join algorithm [73] works in three steps. In the first step, the algorithm hash partitions
relation R into N buckets using its join attribute A. In the second step, it partitions relation S into N buckets
using the same hash function. In the last step, the algorithm processes each bucket B§ of R and S to compute
the joining tuples.
Ideally, N should be chosen in a manner so that each bucket is almost the same as the available memory
without exceeding it. To accomplish this objective, the algorithm starts with a very large value for N. This
reduces the probability of a bucket exceeding the memory size. If the buckets are much smaller than main
memory, several will be combined during the third phase to approximate the available memory.
This algorithm is different than sort-merge in one fundamental way: In its last step, the tuples from
bucket B§ of R are stored in memory resident hash tables (using attribute A). The tuples from bucket B§ of
S are used to probe this hash table for matching tuples. Grace-join may use the smaller table (say R) to
determine the number of buckets: this calculation is independent of the larger table (S).
Hybrid hash-join
The Hybrid hash-join also operates in three steps. Its main difference when compared with Grace hashjoin is as follows. It maintains the tuples of the first bucket of R to build the memory resident hash table
while constructing the remaining N-1 buckets are stored in temporary files. Relation S is partitioned using
the same hash function. Again, the last N-1 buckets are stored in temporary files while the tuples in the first
bucket are used to immediately probe the memory resident hash table for matching tuples.

3.1 Discussion
A comparison of sort-merge, Grace and Hybrid hash-join algorithms (along with other variants) is reported
in [13, 25, 84]. In general, Grace and Hybrid provide significant savings when compared with sort-merge.
Hybrid outperforms Grace as long as the first bucket does not overflow the available memory. Assuming that
the size of R and S are fixed, both Hybrid and sort-merge are sensitive to the available memory size. Grace
hash-join is relatively insensitive to the amount of available memory because it performs bucket tunning in
the first step. The performance of Hybrid improves when large amounts of memory are available. Sortmerge also benefits (in a step-wise manner as a function of available memory) because it can sort R and S
with fewer iterations of reading and writing each table.
One may employ bit filters [8, 91] to improve the performance of these algorithms. The concept is
simple. An array of bits is initialized to zero. During the partitioning phase of R, a hash function is applied
to the join attribute A of each tuple and the appropriate bit is set to one. The fully constructed bit filter
is then used when partitioning relation S. When reading a record of S, the same hash function is applied
to the joining attribute of each tuple. If the corresponding bit is checked then it is transmitted for further
processing. Otherwise, there is no possibility of that tuple joining and it can be eliminated from further
6

consideration. This minimizes the network traffic and subsequent processing, e.g., with sort-merge, the
eliminated tuples are not sorted, reducing the number of I/Os.
One may control partitioning of tables to enhance the performance of the join operator. For example, the
DYOP technique [77] distributes a data file into a set of partitions (or buckets) by repeatedly subdividing the
tuple space of multiple attribute domains (in a fashion that is almost identical to the grid file algorithm). To
execute a hash-join query efficiently, the size of each partition is defined to equal the aggregate memory of
the processors in the system. Since the DYOP structure preserves the order of tuples in the attribute domain
space, the bucket formation step of Grace hash-join algorithm is eliminated and the join of relations R and S
is accomplished by reading each relation only once. Similarly, [61] also proposes the use of a multi-attribute
partitioning to minimize the impact of data distribution during the construction of the hash table on the
inner relation when executing a parallel hash join. The basic idea is as follows. Assume a relation R that is
frequently joined with relations S and T. When R is joined with S, the A attribute of R is used and, when R
is joined with T, the Y attribute of R is used as the joining attribute. By building a grid file on the A and Y
attributes of R which is then used to decluster the tuples of R, it is possible to minimize how many tuples of
R are redistributed when it is joined with either S or T.

4 ORE: A framework for data migration
While techniques such as MAGIC decluster a relation by analyzing its workload, this workload might evolve
over time. Another challenge is the gradual evolution of a homogeneous system to a heterogeneous one. This
might happen for several reasons. First, disks fail and it might be more economical to purchase newer disk
models that are faster and cheaper than the original models. Second, the application might grow over time
(in terms of both storage and bandwidth requirement) and demand additional nodes from the underlying
hardware. Once again, it might be more economical to extend the existing configuration by purchasing
newer hardware that is faster than the original nodes.
With evolving workloads and environments, data must be re-organized to respond to these changes.
Ideally, the parallel DBMS should respond to these changes and fine-tune the placement of data. This can
be performed at different granularities: 1) record level by repartitioning records and controlling assignment
of records to each node [68], and 2) fragment level [83, 93, 37] by either migrating fragments from one node
to another or breaking fragments into pieces and migrating some of its pieces to different nodes. We focus
on the later approach in the rest of this chapter.
In order to simplify discussion and without loss of generality, we assume an environment consisting of
¨
storage devices. In essence, each node of Figure 1.a is a storage device. Each storage device © § has a
fixed storage capacity, ª¬«>©§ , an average bandwidth, ®°¯±«>©²§W , and a Mean Time To Failure, ³µ´¶´k·¸«>©²§ .
With one or more applications that consume ®k¹\º¹\»!¼ bandwidth during a fixed amount of time, ideally, each
disk must contribute a bandwidth proportional to its ®¬¯±«>©§ :

·¾½¿ÀÁ%Â)½²ÀÃ²«>©²§WÅÄÆ®Ç¹\º9¹\»!¼LÈ

®¬¯±«>© § 
ÉËÊ
§\ÌLÍ ®¬¯±«>©§

(1)

The bandwidth of a disk is a function of block size (Î ) and its physical characteristics [55, 9]: seek time,
rotational latency, and transfer rate (tfr). It is defined as:

®¬¯±«>© § ÏÄÑÐÒÀÓÈ

Î
ÎÔÆ«ÐÒÀ°ÈÕ«WÁAÃÖÃ%×¾Ð¿ØzÃÙÔÚÀÛ%Ð½Ð9¿ÛAÜÝ½ÞßÞ>½²ÐNÃàÜÝá0âãN

(2)

Given a fixed seek time and rotational latency, BW(©²§ ) approaches disk transfer rate with larger block sizes.
There are · files stored on the underlying storage. The number of files might change over times, causing
the value of · to change. A file ÒA§ might be partitioned into two or more fragments. Its number of fragments
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¨
is independent of the number of storage devices, i.e., . Fragments of a file may have different sizes.
Fragment æ of file ÒA§ is denoted as ÒA§,ç è . In our assumed environment, two or more fragments of a file might
be assigned to the same disk drive1 . Moreover, a file ÒA§ may specify a certain availability requirement
from the underlying system. For example, it may specify that its Mean-Time-To-Data-Loss, ³µ´¶´kéëêk«WÒA§> ,
should exceed 200,000 hours, ³µ´¶´kéëê7ìÅ§  «WÒA§ = 200,000 hours.
We assume physical disk drives fail independent of one another. Each disk has a certain failure rate [103,
Í
87, 47], termed í<îà» § ¼Dï Nð . Its mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) is simply: ñ%òóNôDõö ÷ø . When a file (say Òàè ) is partitioned into n fragments and assigned to Ü disks (say ©ßÍ to ©  ) then the data becomes unavailable in the
presence of a single failure2 . Hence, it is defined as follows [103, 87, 47]:
³Ë´¶´ÇéùêÇ«WÒA§>7Ä

É

¢
<
í
à
î
» § ¼Dï Nð «>©§
§\ÌLÍ


(3)

For example, if the MTTF of disk A and B is 1 million and 2 million hours, respectively, then the MTTDL
of a file with fragments scattered across these two disks is 666,666 hours.
We use the EVEREST [40, 41] file system to approximate a contiguous layout of a file fragment on
the disk drive. With EVEREST, the basic unit of allocation is a block, also termed sections of height 0.
EVEREST combines these blocks in a tree-like fashion to form larger, contiguous sections. As illustrated in
§
Figure 5, only sections of size « block úÈ¬® (for ¿üûþý ) are valid, where the base ® is a system configuration
§
parameter. If a section consists of ® blocks then ¿ is said to be the height of the section. In general, ®
height ¿ sections (physically adjacent) might be combined to construct a height ¿ÿÔÆ¢ section.
To illustrate, the disk in Figure 5 consists of 16 blocks. The system is configured with ®Ä å . Thus,
the size of a section may vary from 1, 2, 4, 8, up to 16 blocks. In essence, a binary tree is imposed upon
» ¤» § ¹
the sequence of blocks. The maximum height, given by3
Ä
® « size block  , is 4. With this
organization imposed upon the disk drive, sections of height ¿üû ý cannot start at just any block number, but
§
only at offsets that are multiples of ® . This restriction ensures that any section, with the exception of the
one at height , has a total of ®
¢ adjacent buddy sections of the same size at all times. With the base 2
organization of Figure 5, each block has one buddy.
A fragment might be represented as several sections. Each is termed a chunk. The file system maintains
the heat of each chunk at the granularity of a fixed offset from its section height. For example, with a chunk



  



1

    

As compared with [83] that requires each fragment of a file to be assigned to a different disk drive.
There has been a significant amount of research on construction of parity data blocks and redundant data, see [103] that
focuses on this for heterogeneous disks. This topic is beyond the focus of this study. In this chapter, we control the placement
without constructing redundant data.
3
To simplify the discussion, assume that the total number of blocks is a power of . The general case can be handled similarly
and is described in [40, 41].
2
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of height 8, the system might maintain its heat at offset 2. With ® equal to 2, this means that the system
maintains the heat of four section of height 6 that constitute this chunk. This enables the reorganization
algorithm to break a fragment into many smaller pieces and disperse them amongst the available disk drives.

4.1 Three steps of ORE
Our framework consists of 3 logical steps: monitor, predict, and migrate. We partition time into fixed
intervals, termed time slices. During monitor, we construct a profile of the load imposed by each file
fragments per time slice. During predict, we compute what fragments to migrate from one disk to another
in order to enhance system performance. Migrate changes the placement of candidate fragments. Below,
we detail each of these steps.
4.1.1

Monitor

constructs a profile of the load imposed on each disk drive and the average response time of each disk ©²§ .
The load imposed on disk drive ©§ is quantified as the bandwidth required from disk ©§ . It is the total number
of bytes retrieved from ©²§ during a time slice divided by the duration of the time slice. The average response
time of © § is the average response time of the requests it processes during the time interval.
This process produces three tables that are used by the other two steps:



FragProfiler table maintains the average block request size, heat, and load imposed by each fragment
Ò §ç è per time slice,



4.1.2

For each disk drive ©²§ per time slice, DiskProfiler table maintains the heat, load, standard deviation in
system load, average response time, average queue length, and utilization of © § .
FragOvlp table maintains the OVERLAP between two fragments per time slice. The concept of
OVERLAP is detailed in Section 4.2.
Predict

determines what fragments to migrate to enhance response time. Section 4.2 describes several techniques
that can be employed for this step. In Section 4.3, we quantify the tradeoff associated with these alternatives.
4.1.3

Migrate

  

modifies the placement of data. We considered two algorithms for fragment migration. With the first, the
fragment is locked in exclusive mode while it is migrated from ©  to ©  ¹ . This simple algorithm prevents
updates while the fragment is migrating. It is efficient and easy to implement. However, the data might
appear to be unavailable during the reorganization process. Due to this limitation, we ignore this algorithm
from further consideration.
The second supports concurrent updates by performing each against two copies of the migrating fragment: (a) one on ©  , termed primary, and (b) the other on ©  ¹ , termed secondary. The secondary copy is
constructed from the primary copy of the fragment. All read requests are directed to the primary copy. All
updates are performed against both the primary and secondary copy. The migration process is a background
task that is performed based on availability of bandwidth from ©  . It assumes some buffer space for staging
data from primary copy to facilitate construction of its secondary copy. This buffer space might be provided
as a component of the embedded device. Depending on its size, the system might read and write units larger
than a block. Moreover, it might perform writes against ©  ¹ in the background depending on the amount of
free buffer space. Once the free space falls below a certain threshold, the system might perform writes as
foreground tasks that compete with active user requests [6].
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4.2 Predict: Fragments to migrate
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In this section, we describe two algorithms that strive to distribute the load of an application evenly across
¨
. As implied by their name, EVEN
is a variant of
the disks. These are termed EVEN and EVEN
EVEN. A taxonomy of alternative techniques can be found in [37].
EVEN: Constrained by bandwidth
At the end of each time slice, EVEN computes the fair-share of system load for each disk drive. Next, it
identifies the disk with (a) maximum positive load imbalance, termed ©  , and (b) minimum negative load
imbalance, termed ©  ¹ . (The concept of load imbalance is formalized in the next paragraph.) Amongst the
fragments of ©  , it chooses the one with a load closest to the minimum negative load of ©  ¹ . It migrates
this fragment from ©  to ©  ¹ . This process repeats until either there are no source and destination disks or
a new time slice arrives.
The maximum positive load imbalance
pertains to those disks with an imposed load greater than their
¡
fair share.
For each such disk ©§ , its «>©§ = load(©§ )-Fairshare(©²§ ). Positive imbalance of ©§ is defined as
ô
» §  » Nð  ô . EVEN identifies the disk with highest such value as the source disk, ©  , to migrate fragments
from.
The minimum negative load imbalance corresponds to those disks with an imposed load less than
their fairô share. For each such disk ©§ , its ü«>©§ = load(©²§ )-Fairshare(©§ ). Negative imbalance of ©²§ is

4
» §  » Nð  ô . The disk with the smallest negative imbalance is the destination disk, ©  ¹ , and EVEN migrates fragments to this disk.
EVEN defines XTRA as the difference between fair share of ©  and its current load, XTRA = ÞÛ ½©<«>©  
- ·¾½¿ÀÁAÂã½ÀÃ«>©   . The difference between fair share of ©  ¹ and its current load is termed LACKING,
LACKING = ·¾½¿ÀÁ%Â)½²ÀÃ²«>©  ¹9 - Þ>Û ½©«>©  ¹ . EVEN identifies fragments from ©  with an imposed load
approximately the same as LACKING. Next, it migrates these fragments to ©  ¹ .
EVEN
: Constrained by bandwidth with Cost/Benefit Consideration
EVEN
extends EVEN by quantifying the benefit and cost of each candidate migration from d 

to © ¹ . The next paragraph describes how the system quantifies the cost and benefit of each candidate
sorts candidate migration based on their net benefit, i.e., benefit - cost, scheduling the
migration. EVEN
one that provides greatest savings. After each migration, the cost of each candidate migration is re-computed
(because it might have changes) and the list is resorted. Section 4.3 shows that this algorithm outperforms
EVEN.
In the rest of this section, we describe how to quantify the benefit and cost of migrating a fragment ÒA§ç è
from ©  to ©  ¹ . Its unit of measurement is time, i.e., milliseconds. The cost of migrating a fragment is the
total time spent by ©  to read the fragment and ©  ¹ to write the fragment.
The benefit of migrating ÒA§,ç è is measured in the context of previous time slices. ORE hypothesizes a
virtual state where ÒA§ç è resides on ©  ¹ and measures the improvement in average response time. In essence,
it estimates an answer to the following question: “What would be the average response time if Ò §ç è resided
on ©  ¹ ?” By comparing this with the observed response time, we quantify the benefit of a migration. Of
course, this number might be a negative value which implies no benefit to performing this migration. Note
that this methodology assumes that the past access patterns are an indication of future access patterns.
We start by describing a methodology to estimate an answer to the hypothetical “what-if” question.
Next, we formalize how to compute the benefit.
Our methodology to estimate an answer to the “what-if” question is fairly accurate; its highest observed
percentage of error is 23%. We realize this accuracy for two reasons: First, our embedded SAN file system
resides in the SAN switch and observes all block references and the status of each storage device. Second, we
maintain one additional piece of information, namely the degree of overlap between two fragments, termed
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has the minimum negative load imbalance.

.1

OVERLAP( ÒA§ç è , Ò ç ¼ ). This information is maintained for each time slice and used to predict response time.
In order to define OVERLAP and describe our methodology, and without loss of generality, assume that
we are answering the “what-if” question in the context of one time slice. To simplify the discussion further,
assume that the environment consists of homogeneous disk drives. (This assumption is removed at the end
of this section.) The average system response time, Ç´ » , is a function of average response time observed
by requests referencing each fragment. Assuming · files, each partitioned into at most fragments, it is
defined as:
É
É
§\ÌLÍ
è0ÌLÍ Ç´ » «WÒ §ç è 
(4)
Ç´ »
Ä
· È

2 435
' 87 2 345
2 345
96
2 435
345
2 345 ;: 4345

345

6

: 345

The average response time of a fragment, Ç´ » «WÒA§ç èÖ , is the sum of its average service time, »
wait time, ¯ » «WÒA§ç èÖ , of requests that reference it:

Ç´ »

: 345

«WÒ §ç è tÄ

»

«WÒ §,ç è ùÔ

¯ »

«WÒA§ç èÖ , and

«WÒ §ç è 

(5)

» «WÒA§ç èÖ is a function of the disk it resides on and average requested block size. For each fragment, as
detailed in Section 4.1.1, ORE maintains the average requested block size in the FragProfiler table. Thus,
given a disk drive ©  ¹ and a fragment ÒA§ç è , ORE can estimate » «WÒA§ç èÖ if ÒA§ç è resided on ©  ¹ (using the
physical characteristics of ©  ¹ ).
To compute ¯ » , we note that each request has an arrival time, ´.»  ¼ , that can be registered by the
embedded device. For each fragment ÒA§ç è residing on disk ©§ , we maintain when the requests referencing
ÒA§ç è will depart the system, termed ´  ð ¤»  ¹ . ´ ð ¤»  ¹ is estimated by analyzing the wait time in the queue
of ©²§ . Upon the arrival of a request referencing fragment Ò ç ¼ , we examine all those fragments with a
non-negative ´ ð Ö»  ¹ . For each, we set OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ,´ÿ»  !¼ ) to be the difference between ´ÿ»  ¼9«WÒ ç ¼B
´ÿ»  ¼9«WÒ ç ¼BN . For a time slice,
and ´ ð Ö»  ¹«WÒA§,ç è% : OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ,´.»  ¼ )= Max(0, ´  ð ¤»  ¹ «WÒA§,ç è%

OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ) is the sum of those OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ,´.» ¼ ) whose ´.»  ¼ is during the time slice. In
our implementation, we maintained OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ Ò §,ç è ) as an integer that is initialized to zero at the beginning of each time slice. Upon the arrival of a request referencing Ò ç ¼ , we increment OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è )
with OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§,ç è ,´.»  ¼ ). This minimizes the amount of required memory.
OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ) defines how long requests referencing Ò ç ¼ wait in a queue because of requests
that reference ÒA§ç è . Assuming that ÒA§,ç è and Ò ç ¼ are the only fragments assigned to disk ©§ and the system
processes #Req(Ò ç ¼ ) requests that reference Ò ç ¼ , the average wait time for these requests is:
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It is important to observe the following two details. First, self OVERLAP is also defined for a fragment
Ò ç ¼ , i.e., there exists a value for OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ , Ò ç ¼ ). This enables ORE to estimate how long requests
that reference the same fragment wait for one another. Second, this paradigm is flexible enough to enable
ORE to maintain OVERLAP( Ò ç ¼ ÒA§ç è ) even when Ò ç ¼ and ÒA§ç è reside on different disks. ORE uses this to
estimate a response time for a hypothetical configuration where ÒA§ç è migrates to the disk containing Ò ç ¼ .
Third, ORE can estimate the response time of a disk drive for an arbitrary assignment of fragments to disks
using Equation 4.
Based on Equation 5, there are two ways to enhance response time observed by requests that reference
a fragment. First, migrate the fragment to a faster disk for an improved service time, » . Second, migrate
a fragment Ò §ç è away from those disks whose resident fragments have a high OVERLAP with Ò §ç è . Figure 6
shows the pseudo-code to estimate the benefit of migrating ÒA§ç è from ©  to ©  ¹ . ORE may compute this for
previous time slices where is an arbitrary number. The only requirement is that the embedded device
must provide sufficent space to store all data pertaining to these intervals.
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1. Number of accesses processed by disk

is

2. Number of accesses processed by disk

is

3. Look-up the average response time of

prior to migration, termed

4. Look-up the average response time of

prior to migration, termed

5. Estimate the average response time of

after migration, termed

6. Estimate the average response time of

after migration, termed

kmlonNpIqsr U MPO&Q
kmlonNpIqsr UW[ MI\

7. Total response time savings of
=

after migration is:

8. Total response time savings of
=

after migration is:

9. Benefit of migrating

is

=

.
.

.

Figure 6: Pseudo-code to compute the benefit of a candidate migration.
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The OVERLAP of two fragments is¡ maintained in the FragOvlp table. Given fragments, in the worst
integer values. For example with a 630 fragments (G=630) and
case scenario, the system maintains
records that are 348 bytes long, in the worst case scenario, the system would store 65 megabytes of data
per time slice. In our experiments, the amount of required storage was significantly less than this, only 70
kilobytes per time slice. With the 80-20 rule, we expect this to hold true for almost all applications. In
Section 5, we describe how ORE can employ a circular buffer to limit the size of trace data that it gathers
from the system.

4.3 Performance evaluation of ORE
We used a trace driven simulation study to quantify the performance of ORE. We analyzed two alternative
environments: First, a homogeneous environment consisting of identical disk models. Second, a heterogeneous environment consisting of different disk models. For both environments, ORE provides significant
performance enhancements. In the following, we start with a brief overview of the trace driven simulation
model. Next, we present the obtained results for each environment and our observations.
The traces were gathered from a production Oracle database management system on a HP workstation
configured with 4 gigabyte of memory, and 5 terabytes of storage devices (283 raw devices). The database
consisted of 70 tables and is 27 gigabyte in size. The traces were gathered from 4 pm, April 12 to 1 pm April
23, 2001. It corresponds to 23 million operations on the data blocks. The file reference is skewed where
approximately 83% of accesses reference 10% of the files. Moreover, accesses to the tables are bursty as a
function of time. This is demonstrated in Figure 7, where we plot the number of requests to the system as a
function of time. In all experiments, the duration of a time slice is 6 minutes, i.e., each tick on the x-axis of
the presented figures is 6 minutes long.
We used the Java programming language to implement our simulation model. It consists of 3 class
definitions:
1. Disk: This class definition simulates a multi-zone disk drive with a complete analytical model for
computing seeks, rotational latency, and transfer time. When a disk object is instantiated, it reads its
system parameters from a database management system. Hence, we can configure the model with
different disk models and different number of disks for each model. A disk implements a simplified
version of the EVEREST file system.
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Figure 7: Number of requests as a function of time.
2. Client: The client generates requests for the different blocks by reading the entries in the trace files.
3. SAN Switch: This class definition implements a simplified SAN switch that routes messages between
the client and the disk drives. The file manager is a component of this module. The file manager
services each request generated by a client. It controls and maintains the placement of data across
disk drives. Given a request for a block of a file, this module locates the fragment referenced by the
request and resolves which disk contains the referenced data. It consults with the file system of the
disk drive to identify the appropriate cylinder and track that contains the referenced block.
The file manager implements the 3-step re-organization algorithm of ORE, see Section 4.
We conducted experiments with both a large configuration consisting of 283 raw devices that corresponds to the physical system that produced the traces and smaller configurations. The smaller configurations are faster to simulate. The performance results presented in this chapter are based on one such
configuration consisting of 9 disk drives. We analyze two environments: First, a homogeneous one consisting of nine 180 gigabyte disk drives with a transfer rate of 40 megabytes per second (MB/sec). These
disks were modelled after the high density, Ultra160 SCSI/Fibre-Channel disks introduced by Seagate in late
2000. Our second environment is a heterogeneous one consisting of three different disk models: 1) three
disk drives identical to those used with the homogeneous environment, 2) three 60 gigabyte disk drives,
each with a transfer rate of 20 MB/sec, and 3) three 20 gigabyte disk drives, each with a transfer rate of 4
MB/sec.

4.4 Homogeneous configuration
Figure 8 shows the performance of alternative predict techniques using the trace. The x-axis of this figure
denotes time, i.e., different time slices. The y-axis is the cumulative average response time. It is computed
as follows. For each time slice, we compute the total number of requests and the sum of all response times
13
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Figure 8: Cumulative average response time for the homogeneous environment
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remains constant. This explains the periodic flat portions.
, these figures present the response time for three other configuraIn addition to EVEN and EVEN
tions. These correspond to:
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No-reorganization: this represents the base configuration that processes requests without on-line reorganization.



Optimal: this configuration assigns requests to the disks in a round-robin manner, ignoring the placement of data and files referenced by each request. This configuration represents the theoretical lower
bound on response time that can be obtained from the 9 disk configuration.
Heat-Based: This is an implementation of the re-organization algorithm presented in [83]. Briefly,
this algorithm monitors the heat [19] of disks and migrates the fragment with highest temperature
from the hottest disk to the coldest one if: a) the heat of the target disk after this migration does not
exceed the heat of the source disk, and b) the hottest disk does not have a queue of pending requests.
The heat of a fragment is defined as the sum of the number of block accesses to the fragment per
time unit, as computed using statistical observation during some period of time. The temperature of a
fragment is the ratio between its heat and size. The heat of a disk is the sum of the heat of its assigned
fragments [19, 62].

(

(

¹
¹
Figure 8.a and b show the cumulative average response time starting with the 1 and 200 time slice,
respectively. The former represents a cold start while the later is a warm start after 20 hours of using the
framework. In both cases, ORE is a significant improvement when compared with no-reorganization. (ORE
refers to the framework consisting of the three possible algorithms: EVEN, EVEN
, and Heat-Based.)
The peaks in this figure correspond to the bursty arrival of requests which result in the formation of queues.
Even though Optimal assigns requests to the nodes in a round-robin manner, it also observes formation of
queues because many requests arrive in a short span of time.
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9.a Day 2

9.b Day 6

Figure 9: Percentage degradation relative to Optimal

We also analyzed the performance of alternative algorithms on a daily basis. This was done as follows.
We set the cumulative average response time to zero at midnight on each day. In all cases, ORE outperforms
no re-organization. When compared with the theoretical Optimal, ORE is slower by an order of magnitude.
Figure 9 shows how inferior EVEN, EVEN
and Heat-Based are when compard with Optimal. The yaxis on this figure is the percentage difference between an algorithm (say EVEN) and Optimal. A large
percentage difference is undesirable because it is further away from the ideal. We show two different days,
corresponding to the best and worst observed performance. During day 2, ORE is 50 to 300 percent slower
than the theoretical Optimal. During day 6, ORE is at times several orders of magnitude slower than Optimal.

! 

4.5 Heterogeneous configuration
We analyzed the performance of a heterogeneous configuration consisting of 9 disk drives. These disks
correspond to 3 different disk models: 1) 180 gigabyte disks with a 40 megabyte per second transfer rate, 2)
60 gigabyte disks with a 20 megabyte per second transfer rate, and 3) 20 gigabyte disks with a 4 megabyte
per second transfer rate. Our environment consisted of 3 disks for each model.
The experimental setup differed from that of Section 4.4 in several ways. First, we increased the block
size to 128 kilobyte. With a 2 kilobyte block size, the bandwidth of each disk is almost identical because
the seek and rotational delays constitute more than 99% of transfer time, see Equation 2. Second, we do not
have Optimal because, with a heterogeneous configuration, the faster disks can service requests faster and
it is no longer optimal to assign the requests to disks in a round-robin manner. Similarly, we eliminated the
Heat-Based technique because its extension to a heterogeneous environment would be similar to EVEN.
, and noFigure 10 shows the cumulative average response time of the system with EVEN, EVEN
reorganization. These results demonstrate the superiority of ORE as a re-organization framework. EVEN
enhances performance for several reasons. First, it migrates the fragments with a high imposed load to the
faster disks, processing a larger fraction of requests faster. Thus, when a burst of requests is issued to these
fragments, each request spends less time in the queue. Second, it migrates the fragments that are referenced together onto different disk drives in order to minimize the incurred wait time (using the concept of
OVERLAP).
We compared EVEN with EVEN
on a day-to-day basis. This procedure is identical to those of the
homogeneous configuration where the cumulative average response time is reset to zero at the begining of

! 
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Figure 10: Cumulative average response time for the heterogeneous environment
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each day, 12 am. Generally speaking, EVEN
is superior to EVEN. In Figures 11.a and b, we show
the percentage degradataion relative to EVEN
observed for two different days, day 3 and 6. These
correspond to the best and worst observed performance with EVEN. During day 3, EVEN provides a perfor. During day 6, EVEN exhibits a performance degradation that
mance that is at times better than EVEN
. In this case, no re-organization outperforms EVEN.
is several orders of magnitude slower than EVEN

5 Conclusions and future research directions
This chapter provides an overview of techniques to realize a parallel, scalable, high performance database
management system. We described the role of alternative partitioning strategies to distribute the workload
of a query across multiple nodes. Next, we described the design of parallel sort-merge, Grace and Hybrid
hash join to process the join operator. Finally, we detailed ORE as a three step framework that controls the
placement of fragments in order to respond to: a) changing workloads, and b) dynamic hardware platforms
that evolve over a period of time. We demonstrated the superiority of this framework using a trace driven
evaluation study.
Physical design of parallel database management systems is an active area of research. One emerging
complementary effort is in the area of Storage Area Network (SAN) architectures that strive to minimize
the cost of managing storage. A SAN is a special-purpose network that interconnects different data storage
devices with servers. While there are many definitions for a SAN, there is a general consensus that it provides
access at the granularity of a block and is typically targeted toward database applications. A SAN might
include an embedded storage management software in support of virtualization. This software includes a
file system that separates storage of a device from the physical device, i.e., physical data independence.
Virtualization is important because it enables a file to grow beyond the capacity of one disk (or disk array).
Such embedded file systems can benefit from ORE and its 3 step framework [37].
Another important research direction is an online capacity planner that is aware of an application’s performance requirements, e.g., desired response time guarantees at pre-specified throughputs. This component
should detect when a system is not meeting the desired requirements and suggest changes to the hardware
platform. With a SAN, this might be an integral component of the embedded file system. Such a capacity
16
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11b. Day 6

planner empowers the human operators to address performance limitations effectively.
Finally, we plan to extend ORE to incorporate availability [78, 103] techniques. These techniques construct redundant data in order to continue operation in the presence of disk failures. For example, chain
declustering [59, 60, 49] constructs a backup copy of a fragment assigned to node 1 onto an adjacent node
2. The original fragments on node 1 are termed primary while their backup copies on node 2 are termed
secondary. If node 1 fails, the system continues operation using secondary copies stored on node 2. While
ORE, see Section 4, controls the placement of data based on the availability needs of a fragment, it does
not consider the placement of primary and secondary copies when migrating fragments from one node to
another. As a simple example, it can switch the role of primary and backup copies to respond to workload
changes.
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